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Abstract 
We will show that the existence of an uncountable family of nonmeager filters whose intersection 
is meager is consistent with MA(Suslin). 0 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Suppose that .F is a filter on w. We identify elements of .F with their characteristic 
functions and think of F as a subset of 2”. It is well known that if F is a nonprincipal 
filter (which we assume to be always the case) then .F is meager or 3 does not have 
the property of Baire. Similarly, F has measure zero or is nonmeasurable. Since an 
intersection of filters is again a filter we want to know how many nonmeager filters one 
needs to intersect to produce a meager filter. Define 
l fM = min{ /H I: ‘d.F E H _F is a filter without the Baire property and n H has the 
Baire property}, 
l f~ = min{ 1 H I: b’.?’ E H .F is a nonmeasurable filter and n H has measure zero}. 
Theorem 1.1 [4]. t < fM. In particulal; MA implies that the intersection of less than 
2No jilters without the Baire property does not have the Baire property. 
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In [3] Plewik found sharper estimates. In particular, he showed that h 6 fm 6 3. 
Repicky improved the lower bound and showed that g < fh/l, where 
g=min IHI: ~‘HEHH’ 
{ 
IS groupwise dense and n H = 0}. 
Recall that a family H C [w]” is groupwise dense if 
(1) Vx E [~]~[z]~ n H # 0, 
(2) if s C* y and y E H, then II: E H, and 
(3) for every partition of w into finite sets, {In: n E w}, there is a E [w], such that 
UnEa In E H- 
For measure the situation is quite different. 
Theorem 1.2 (Fremlin [l]). Assume MA. Then there exists a family {3<: < < 2No} of 
nonmeasurablefilters such that nEEx E 3 is a measurable filter for every uncountable 
set X C: 2”O. In particulal; MA implies that there exists a family of NI nonmeasurable 
jilters with measurable intersection. 
The goal of this note is to show that the equality f,+j = Nt is consistent with a relatively 
strong version of Martin’s Axiom. 
Recall that a forcing notion (P, <) is Suslin if 
(1) P is ccc, 
(2) PisC:, 
(3) relations 6, I are C{ . 
Let MA(Suslin) denote the Martin’s Axiom for Suslin partial orders. It is well known 
that MA(Suslin) implies that additivity of measure, 6, etc. are all equal to 2n”. 
2. Consistency result 
The goal of this section is to show MA(Suslin) is consistent with fM = Nt. 
Theorem 2.1. There exists a model of V’ k ZFC and a family of jilters {3a: (Y < 
2*O} E V’ such that: 
(1) 3a is not meager for each cy, 
(2) neEda is meager for every uncountable set X, 
(3) V’ + MA(Suslin) + 2N0 = Nz. 
Proof. Let (P,, G&: Q < ~2) be a finite support iteration such that 
(1) IF, Q, is Suslin, 
(2) if o is a successor ordinal then $, adds a Cohen real. 
By careful bookkeeping we can ensure that Vpw2 /= MA(Suslin) + 2No = Hz. 
Let 2 = {X,: a < wq} be the sequence of Cohen reals added by oafs (represented 
as elements of [LJ]~). 0 
Lemma 2.2. Z is a generalized Luzin set. In particular, every subset of Z of size N2 in 
nonmeager: 
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Proof. Suppose that A G [wlw is a Bore1 meager set. Let y be such that A E V[P, n G]. 
Then X, f# A for Q > y. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Zf crl < a~ < . < Q, < w2 then X,, f? Xoi2 n . n X,,, is a Cohen real 
over V[G n ‘Pm, _,I. 
Proof. Let 4: ([LJ]“)” + [ti]” be defined as p(Xi, . . ..X,) =X1 n...nx,. Suppose 
that A C [w]” is a meager Bore1 set in V[G n P,,_l]. Then Ba = 63-l (A) is a meager 
set. Let 
Co = {X: ((X2,. . ,X,): (X,X1>. . ,X,) E Bo} is meager}. 
CO is a comeager set so X,, E CO. 
Let 
B, = ((X2,. . . r&x): (Xa,,X2,....&) 00). 
BI is a meager set coded in V[G n Pa,] C V[G n Pa2_l]. We apply the construction 
above to get the set 
Ci = {X: ((X3 ,... >X,): (X,X3 ,..., X,) E Bi} is meager}. 
and continue in this fashion. 
It follows that (X,, , Xaz,. . , Xcun) $ p-‘(A) which finishes the proof. 0 
Let {ZO: CL < wz} be a partition of the set {a: Q = fi + 1, p < wz} into disjoint 
cofinal sets. 
Let FL3 be a filter generated by sets {X,: cy E 2,). Since X,‘s are Cohen reals each 
Fs is indeed a filter. 
Note that Fp > {X,: N E Zp}. Thus it follows from Lemma 2.2 that Fo is not 
meager for every /3 < LJ~. 
Theorem 2.4. ncvtX 3, is the$lter of cojinite sets for every uncountable set X C LL’~. 
Proof. For simplicity assume that X = WI. The proof of the general case is the same. 
Suppose that X E n,,,, F< and ]w \ XI = No. 
For each < < WI we can find o! < a$ < . < Q:~, E Z, such that 
By passing to a subsequence we can assume that nc = n for all < < UJ~. Moreover, we 
can assume that n is minimal, that is, 
Let y be the least ordinal such that { < < wi : a: < y} is uncountable. By the minimality 
of n, :J is a limit ordinal and cf(y) = Hi. By passing to a subsequence again we can 
assume that 
(1) cy$ < y for all < < wI, 
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(2) v’6<~3av<>aaf>S. 
We will show that X $ V[Pb n G] f or all 6 < w2 and this contradiction will finish the 
proof. 
For c < wr let Xc = Xa; n Xa; n . . n Xai. By the assumption Xc C* X for all 
<<w,. 0 
Lemma 2.5. X 4 V[P, n G]. 
Proof. Arguing as in Lemma 2.2 and using Lemma 2.3 and condition (2) above, we show 
that (X6: [ < wi} is a Luzin set in V[P, n G]. Since the set (2 E [w]“: 2 C* X} is 
meager it follows that {<: Xc c* X} is countable. 0 
Lemma 2.4. X $ V[P, n G] for y < 6 < ~2. 
Proof. We will work in a model V’ = V[Ph n G]. Suppose that the lemma is false. 
Let X be a P,,,w, -name for X. Let M be a countable elementary submodel of H(X) 
containing X and Pw,. Define a finite support iteration (P,(M), da(M): o! < ~2) as 
follows: 
Let P = lim P,(M). P is isomorphic to a countable iteration of Suslin forcings. It 
may not be Suslin itself but it has enough absoluteness properties to carry out the rest 
of the proof (see [2] or [ 11). In particular, P has a definition that can be coded as a real 
number. 
From Suslinness it follows that P Q PwZ and that X is a P-name. 
Let N < H(X) be a countable model containing n/i’, X and P. Since {Xc: [ < wi} 
is a Luzin set in V’ we can find [ such that Y = Xc is a Cohen real over N. By the 
assumption Itp Y C X. 
Clearly, 
N[Y] [G n N[Y]] + Y C X[G n N[Y]] 
and therefore 
Represent Cohen algebra as C = [WI<” and let Y be the canonical name for a Cohen 
real. There is a condition p E C such that 
N +p Itc ‘L ltp Y c X” 
Let 
Y’=PU (w\ (Y\max(p))). 
Y’ is also a Cohen real over N and since p C Y’ we get that N[Y’] k “ Ikp Y’ c ??“. 
It follows that 
N[Y’][G nN[Y']] + Y' c ~[G~N[Y']]. 
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Note that %[G] = _%[GnN[Y’]] = k[Gnlv[Y]]. Thus V[G] t= YUY’ C %[G] which 
means that _%[G] is cofinite. Contradiction. 0 
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